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The demand on the complex model on the study of fluid flow problem is crucial since 
the real fluid exist in industry applications cannot be presented by the conventional 
fluid anymore due to the complex properties of the materials. Since then, many 
mathematicians and scientist try to create the model that can be presented those 
fluids. Fluid which having characteristics viscous and elasticity can be categorized as 
non-Newtonian type of fluid due to its relations which against Newton’s Law of 
viscosity. The application of the fluid is widespread in industrial applications including 
oils and gas sectors, the automobile industry and manufacturing processes. Paints is 
one of the examples of viscoelastic fluid since almost wall is painted by the materials 
polymer and solvents. Therefore, this work is intended to investigate the viscoelastic 
fluid flow with the porosity condition which then called as Brinkman-viscoelastic 
model. The flow is presumed to transfer over a geometry horizontal circular cylinder 
(HCC). The thermal boundary condition is set to be constant wall temperature (CWT). 
The governing equations which based on Navier Stokes equations are first transformed 
to the less complex form by utilizing a non-dimensionless and a non-similarity variable. 
The resulting equations were obtained in the partial differential equations (PDEs) and 
at the lower stagnation point case, the model is reduced to the ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs). The Keller-box method (KBM) is applied to solved the final 
equations. The validation process is performed by direct comparing with the 
established output in literature and found to be in a very strong agreement. This 
process is valid since the present model can be reduced to the previous model at the 
limiting case where the identical equations were obtained. The results of the present 
model are then computed and presented in tabular form and also illustrated in 
graphical form. It is noticed that the viscoelastic parameter and Brinkman Parameter 
significantly affected the fluid flow characteristics.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Fluid dynamics, a component of fluid mechanics that explores the flow of fluids like liquids and 
gases, is an area of study in physics and engineering. Applications of fluid dynamics include 
determining the force and moment on an aeroplane, estimating the flow rate of petroleum mass 
through pipelines, understanding nebulae in interstellar space, and simulating fusion weapon blasts. 
Various fluid properties, including flow velocity, pressure, density, and temperature, are typically 
arranged as functions of space and time to solve a fluid dynamic problem. 

Due to its numerous commercial and technological applications, particularly in manufacturing 
and processing, the study of non-Newtonian fluids has caught the attention of many academics. 
Because there is no single construction connection that can be used to explain all non-Newtonian 
fluids, they are more complex than Newtonian fluids [1]. Non-Newtonian fluids have a shear stress 
threshold before they begin to flow, can shear-thin or shear-thicken, be thixotropic, allow stress 
relaxation, creep in a nonlinear way, generate normal stress disparities, and more [2]. In describing 
the rheological properties of these fluids, several models have been derived such as the Power-law 
fluid, Ellis fluid, Casson fluid, Brinkman fluid, Carreu fluid, Bingham fluid, and viscoelastic fluid. Due 
to their wide range of applications, many researchers have studied the flow of non-Newtonian fluids, 
particularly when dealing with porous media condition. The Brinkman model is a well-known model 
for porous media that can be applied to surfaces with significant porosity or incompressible fluid 
flow. The fluid with a viscosity and elasticity feature is one of the most typical non-Newtonian fluids 
to consider. There are several previous literatures had focused on Brinkman and viscoelastic model 
as mentioned in [3 -8].  

The free convection in a porous medium problem is one that is frequently studied in a variety of 
geometries, boundary conditions, and fluid types in the context of heat transfer and fluid flow 
problems. Mohamed, et al. [9] found that skin friction encountered significant friction in the centre 
of the cylinder surface while the Nusselt number exhibits a diminishing fluctuation in their 
investigation of fluid flow through HCC. They came to the conclusion that the component surface is 
harmed by the high friction between the fluid and the cylinder. The local heat transmission at the 
cylinder surface is significantly enhanced by lowering the Dufour number while simultaneously 
raising the Soret number, according to Vasu et al. [10]. Recently, several authors [11–13] studies 
concentrated using the CWT on non-Newtonian fluids in porous media. 

The boundary layer flow of a non-Newtonian fluid in a porous region had been discussed in earlier 
publications. The aim of this paper is to explore the free convective boundary layer flow of a 
Brinkman-viscoelastic fluid moving through HCC with CWT, which is motivated by earlier studies by 
Nazar et al. [3] and Mahat et al. [7]. It is examined how Brinkman and the viscoelastic parameter 
affect the speed, temperature, skin friction coefficient, and Nusselt number. The non-dimensional 
variables and non-similarity transformations are used to convert the complex into dimensionless 
PDEs. For numerical computations, KBM is employed in the computational MATLAB R2019a software. 
The graphs are plotted to show the behaviors of physical variables.  
 
2. Methodology 
  

This study starts with mathematical formulation of the basic governing equations by using the 
boundary layer approximations. The non-linear dimensionless PDEs is obtained by utilizing the non-
dimensional and non-similarity variables. The four steps of KBM are applied to solve the PDEs 
numerically with the help of MATLAB algorithm. Finally, the results are validated and analysed in 
graphical form.  
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2.1 Mathematical Formulation 
 
Consider a free convection flow past a HCC of radius  placed in a porous region as illustrated in 

Figure 1. In the case of free convection, the external velocity can be ignored because the velocity 
external to the boundary layer is simply the absorption velocity owing to pressure motion, not the 
induced free stream velocity. The ambient temperature and CWT are respectively defined as   and 

. The coordinate of  is measured around the cylinder and and  is perpendicular to the surface, 
respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional geometry of the flow 

The basic governance equations of Brinkman fluid consist of continuity, momentum and energy 
equations. According to Guta and Sundar [14] and Nield and Bejan [15], the equations of an 
incompressible fluid in vectorial form are written as 

 
              (1) 

                         (2) 

             (3) 

 

where the operator is defined as vector operator,  is velocity vector, 

 is dynamic viscosity,  is permeability of porous media,  is pressure,  is stress tensor,  is 
the body force and  is the fluid temperature.  

Employing the Brinkman model to the viscoelastic model, an additional viscoelastic term is 
incorporated in momentum equation to describe the fluid viscosity and elasticity. The modified 
Cauchy stress tensor for Brinkman-viscoelastic fluid based on Tonekaboni et al., [16] and Guta and 
Sundar [14] is  
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that represent the constitutive equation of Brinkman-viscoelastic fluid. Here,  and  are 
declared as identity tensor, deformation rate tensor, upper-convected derivative, porosity of porous 
region and the short-memory coefficient, respectively. Note that, the variable upper-convected 
derivative of tensor is defined as 

           (5) 

Hence, using the constitutive eq. (4), the set of governing equations are obtained by applying the 
boundary layer assumptions as follow 

             (6) 

       (7) 

            (8) 

 
together with appropriate boundary conditions for CWT  

          (9) 

2.1.1 Non-dimensional Variables 
 
According to Chamkha et al. [17], the non-dimensional variables applied to the Eqs. (6) to (9) are 
introduced as follows 

                (10) 

where  is the Rayleigh number and  is the characteristic 
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                 (12) 

                       (13) 

together with the boundary conditions  

                                             (14) 

2.1.1 Non-similarity Transformation 
 
Then, the non-similarity transformation is introduced to find the solutions of Eqs. (11) to (14) as 
below 

                                (15) 

The Eq. (11) is automatically satisfied using the above equations and Eqs. (12) and (13) are as follows 
 

               (16) 

                         (17) 

and the boundary conditions (14) become  

                     (18) 

 
The PDEs (16) to (17) are transformed to the ODEs form at  , 
 

                    (19) 
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subjected to the boundary condition (18).  

By imposing the coefficient of skin friction and local Nusselt number by Kanafiah et al. [18], it can 
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                    (21) 

2.2 Numerical Method 
 

KBM is used in this study to obtain the numerical results of Eqs. (16) and (17). The main 
sources for this method are presented in the works by Kanafiah et al. [18] which include the four 
steps of KBM:1. Reduce the non-linear PDEs to first order system, 2. Write in the finite difference 
form using central difference, 3. Linearize the system using Newton’s method, and 4. Solved by using 
block tridiagonal elimination technique. The numerical algorithms and computation are performed 
in the MATLAB R2019a software. The computations are done by selecting the finite boundary layer 
thickness within and step size, . The various Brinkman and viscoelastic 
parameters are computed to determine the fluid flow velocity and temperature profile, the 
coefficient of local skin friction and Nusselt number. The numerical analysis is summarised in 
graphical form.  
 
3. Results and Discussions 

 
The present findings are compared with numerical solution of Nazar et al. [3] in the exclusion 

of   with the added constant  in Eqn. (19). Table 1 shows the current model at stagnation point 
which is compared to the existing equation with a few limited cases. The comparing values for  
and  are also validated with the previous literature as display in Table 2 which is indicated that 
the current results are in strong connection to the previous values, thereby numerical algorithm 
proposed in this research are considered to be precise. 

 
Table 1 
Comparative model at lower stagnation point 

Author Model  Limiting cases 
Current   

Nazar et al. [3]   
 

Table 2 
Comparative values of  and  with , ,  and various  

 
      Nazar et al. [3]                                   Current  

    
0 - 1.0191 - 1.0190 
0.1 5.5923 0.7791 5.5922 0.7790 
0.2 3.8173 0.7251 3.8173 0.7249 
0.3 3.0457 0.6919 3.0436 0.6938 

 
Figures 2 to 5 illustrate the behaviour of velocity and temperature distributions as the value of 

 and  rises. It is clear from Figure 2 that the impact of  brings about the reduction of velocity 
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about  to 3, followed by the reversal trend of velocity profile where it increases in the direction 
of free stream. This circumstance is associated with dual physical properties of viscoelastic named 
viscous and elastic that aids to resist the fluid motion. For that reason, the incremented temperature 
profile illustrated through Figure 3 is anticipated owing to the convection process. Figure 4 behaves 
oppositely from that of Figure 2 where a decreasing trend of fluid flow is observed approximately 
about  and then the graph flips over to cause an escalation in fluid flow when  increases 
from 0.1 to 0.7. Such outcome arises due to the impact of drag force which subsequently results in 
the slight increase of thermal boundary layer thickness.  

Next, Figures 6 – 9 portray the natural propensity of physical quantities  and  

in response to the variations of  and , respectively. It can be noticed that, an enhancement in 

 is accompanied by the influences of both parameters while  experiences 
reducing behaviour. Other than that, at the particular value of , the performance of all quantities 
deteriorates with increasing value of involved parameters. This observation accords with our earlier 
findings which revealed that the acceleration in velocity and temperature profiles is due entirely to 
the increment effects in each parameter. Therefore, the friction and heat transfer rate at the surface 
are reduced. Note that, both quantities are indeed worthy of investigation on account that they 
displayed the behaviour of fluid flow on the geometry surface which can be useful in designing the 
wall of devices in engineering applications.  
 

 

Fig. 2. Variation of  for various  
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Fig. 3. Variation of  for various   

 

 

Fig. 4. Variation of  for various    
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Fig. 5. Variation of  for various   

 
Fig. 6. Performance of  for various  
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Fig. 7. Performance of  for various  

 

 

Fig. 8. Performance of  for various   
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Fig. 9. Performance of  for various  

 
4. Conclusions 

 
This study has deliberated investigations on two-dimensional free convection of non-Newtonian 

fluid. It is caters the Brinkman-viscoelastic fluid model passing over HCC. The process of mathematical 
formulation and numerical method are explained in detail in the respective section 2.1 and 2.2. This 
research has explored quite evidently the effect of several parameters towards the flow field 
behavior and heat transfer features such as velocity and temperature distribution, the coefficient of 
skin friction and Nusselt number. As a whole, the outcome to emerge from this exploration are: 

i. The viscoelastic fluid parameter,  shows contradict behavior for the velocity and 
temperature distribution starting from  to 3. Increasing  has reduced the velocity of 
the fluid within  while increased the temperature. 

ii. The Brinkman parameter,  also shows the similar trend as . The fluid velocity decreased 
until  while temperature behaves oppositely as  increased. 

iii. The increase of both parameters,  and  has shown the similar behavior of skin friction 
coefficient and Nusselt number. 
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